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Abstract 
Codenotti, B., M. Leoncini and G. Resta, Oracle computations in parallel numerical linear algebra, 
Theoretical Computer Science 127 (1994) 99-121. 
Using a new notion of reducibility, we investigate, in a model of approximate parallel computation, 
the behaviour of several known reductions among important problems in linear algebra. We show 
that, although many such problems have been proved to be NC’ equivalent, when approximation is 
taken into account, new questions about their relative parallel-time complexity come up. More 
precisely, some known NC’ reduction algorithms can be extended with additional special care, 
whereas other reductions do not extend to the approximation model. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we speculate on the arithmetic NC theory of very fast parallel 
algorithms for numerical problems, i.e. problems defined over the real numbers 
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[IS, 10,6, 17, 11, 19,8,20]. In spite of a few contributions (see e.g. [15]), this theory 
appears not to have considered fully the role of such issues as numerical accuracy in 
relation to the complexity of problems. Our goal is to give both qualitative and 
quantitative indications of such role. 
In the previous studies, the relationships between complexity and numerical accu- 
racy have been explored at least from two viewpoints. On the one hand, many works 
on the bit (or boolean) complexity of numerical problems investigated the cost of 
solving a given problem as a function of accuracy. It is now a known fact that the 
numerical accuracy has implications on the arithmetic (word length) to be used, hence, 
on the boolean cost. On the other hand, in numerical analysis the computational cost 
of an iterative method is given in terms of its rate of convergence, which allows one to 
evaluate the number of iterations required to reduce the initial approximation error to 
less than a predefined tolerance value. In turn, the speed of convergence depends on 
specific features of the problem instances, such as the spectral radius of the iteration 
matrix (e.g. in the case of a method for solving a linear system of equations), or the 
absolute value of the derivative of the iteration function (e.g. in the case of a method 
for solving nonlinear equations). 
In this paper we explore the issues outlined above from a different perspective. Our 
main concern is the relative parallel-time complexity of certain problems within the 
class NC. We recall that NC contains the problems solvable in (log n)‘(l) parallel time 
and no”) total work (i.e. number of operations), where n is the input size, on the 
parallel random access machine models of parallel computers. This class may be 
equivalently defined with respect to a large class of alternative models, such as 
uniform families of circuits.’ In particular, NCk is the class of problems solvable by 
uniform families of circuits of depth O(logkn) and size (number of gates) no(l), and 
NC = U,“= 1 NCk. We point out that NC is a “boolean” class; however, the above 
notion easily extends to problems defined over some algebraic structure F, usually 
a field. In this case, the models of computation are allowed to perform unit cost 
operations on the elements of F. The resulting classes are known as arithmetic NCk 
and arithmetic NC. 
As a point of our departure, we select four fundamental matrix problems that are 
known to be reducible to each other. The notion of reduction adopted here is the one 
known as NC’ reduction, which is an extension, to parallel-computation models, of 
the polynomial-time Turing (or Cook) reduction. In the context of circuit families, 
an NC’ reduction from a problem P to a problem Q is simply a circuit family for 
solving P which is allowed to use, with the ordinary operation gates, oracle gates for 
solving instances of Q. It is also required that the overall depth of the circuit is 
O(log n). 
1 We refer to, e.g., [3, 131, on the uniformity condition, which is required in the definition of the NC class. 
Indeed, “nonuniform” complexity classes defined in terms of families of circuits would contain even 
undecidable problems. In other words, uniformity is needed for the circuit model to be considered 
“reasonable”. 
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The problems we consider are the computation of inverse, determinant and charac- 
teristic polynomial of matrices, and the solution of linear systems. We recall and prove 
the following known NC’ reductions in Section 3: 
Computing the determinant and the characteristic polynomial of a matrix, the 
inverse of a nonsingular matrix, and solving a nonsingular system of linear equa- 
tions are equivalent problems under NC’ reduction. 
We maintain that all the known proofs of equivalence only reflect the “combina- 
torial” shape of the problems at hand. If one also considers the numerical aspects that 
characterize a problem, certain subtleties come into play and these affect the parallel- 
time complexity in a nontrivial way. In particular, after introducing a model of 
computation suitable for taking into account the approximation issues, we address 
the following question: 
“Given that the problem A can be solved with prescribed accuracy E in parallel time 
t, does this imply that the problem B, known to be reducible to A whenever infinite 
precision is available, is also solvable with accuracy E in parallel time t, assuming the 
bound no”’ on the total work in both cases, where II is the input size? 
For the case of NC’ reductions, the parallel-time bound is required to be2 O(log n). 
We show that, within our computational model, many known reduction algorithms 
do not extend, whereas the extension of other ones requires additional care. For 
instance, we prove that even the trivial reduction that allows one to compute the 
determinant of a matrix given a black box which returns its characteristic polynomial 
requires R(log’ (input size)) time in the worst case, according to our computational 
model. Tables 1 and 2 show which reductions are extended to an approximate 
parallel-computing environment. However, note that while a positive result does 
imply that the reducibility among the problems at hand is indeed preserved under our 
approximation model, our negative results only concern the specific reduction algo- 
rithms we know of (blank entries correspond to the relations that we do not study in 
this paper). 
Previous work on the complexity of the approximate arithmetic computations was 
confined to the sequential computational model (see e.g. [18] on various arithmetic 
problems, [14, part II] on matrix computations, [2] on the relations between com- 
plexity and stability in algebraic computations). For our study of parallel computa- 
tions, we are faced with different problems and use different models and techniques of 
analysis. Technically, more appropriately our work should be compared with the 
efforts directed towards the development of a theory of approximation for hard 
optimization problems (see [16]). Although these problem areas differ (we address the 
issue of parallel complexity of “feasible” problems), certain aspects concerning e.g. the 
definition of a notion of reduction that preserves the approximation are at the very 
heart of these studies. 
‘All the logarithms in this paper are assumed to be to the base 2, although all our asymptotic estimates 
(expressed by means of the 0, R and 0 notation) arc actually invariant in the choice of the base of the 
logarithms. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the computational model 
adopted and define some related formal notions. In Section 3 we review the reductions 
that hold among the matrix problems of our interest and also those that make them 
equivalent from the viewpoint of parallel-time complexity. Section 4 is the heart of the 
paper, where we investigate the way in which the presence of errors affects the relative 
difficulty of problems. Appendix A presents some basic notions from numerical 
analysis and, particularly, numerical liner algebra which we use throughout this 
paper. Finally, Appendix B contains the proof of a lemma needed in Proposition 6. 
Throughout the paper F stands for some number field (containing the rational field 
as a subset). For definiteness, we can think of F as being the real field. We regard 
ordered sets of k elements of F as points of Fk. 
2. Approximate algorithms and complexity 
In this section we introduce the formal framework within which we present our 
results. 
A computational problem l7 can be defined as a collection of sets ni, i= 1,2, . . . 
containing the instances of size i of n, whence I7=I7, uIZ*u... Each instance is 
defined by specific pieces of data. 
Definition 2.1. Let S, Z : N-N and, for any n > 1, let R, !zFS(“) x F”“‘. An instance I of 
a problem IT over F consists of an ordered set of S(n) values, I = [x1, . . ..xscn.], such 
that Xi~F, i= 1, . . . . S(n). We are asked to compute an ordered set J = [y,, . . , yzcn,] of 
elements of F satisfying R,(I,J). 
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The positive integer n is the size of the instance I (i.e. IEZI,), while the ordered set 
J= [yi, . . ..yZCnjlT is called an exact solution to I. We observe that a computational 
problem II is completely specified by giving the functions S and 2 and the family of 
relations R = (Rn}ncTV, i.e. II = n(S, Z, R). 
In this paper we consider the following matrix problems. 
DET,,: given an n x n matrix A, compute det(A). 
MATINV,: given an n x n nonsingular matrix A, compute the entries of the matrix 
A-‘. 
NONSINGEQ,: given an n x n nonsingular matrix A and an n-vector 6, compute 
the entries of the vector x= A- ‘b. 
CHARPOLY,: given an n x n matrix A, compute the coefficients of the character- 
istic polynomial det(X - A) of A. 
We now introduce a computational model based on arithmetic circuits (see e.g. 
[19]). We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions of circuit and 
uniform circuit family. The “natural” complexity measures for arithmetic circuits are 
depth and size. The depth D of an arithmetic circuit is the length of the longest directed 
path from inputs to outputs, while the size T is the overall number of gates. Depth is 
also called parallel time, while size gives the operation count (or sequential time). We 
are interested in the estimates of the depth of arithmetic circuits designed for the 
above-listed fundamental matrix computations under the customary (mild) poly- 
nomial bound S(n)O’ ) on the circuit size. Some algorithms (involving the discrete 
Fourier transform) require the availability of complex roots of unity, which will be 
assumed to be given as constants. 
In what follows, the symbols S, Z, S’ and Z’ denote polynomially bounded 
functions from N to N. 
Definition 2.2. Let E be a fixed nonnegative number and let n = n(S, Z, R) be a com- 
putational problem. A family of arithmetic circuits c( = {u,},,~, with S(n) inputs and 
Z(n) outputs, is an s-approximating arithmetic circuit family (or simply EAAC) for n if 
and only if, for any n and for any instance IE~,, the output a,(I) produced by the nth 
circuit (a,) of the family on input I satisfies 
where J is such that R,(I, J) holds, /( ’ (( is a norm3 and 
1 if absolute error is used, 
’ = I/J /( if relative error is used. i 
a,,(Z) is called an &-approximation to J. Note that, when )I J I( =O, a,(l) is required to be 
an exact solution to the instance I. 
3 The definitions of norms are given in Appendix A (together with other definitions and basic facts from 
numerical analysis needed in this paper). 
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In addition, we want to point out certain other characteristics of this model. 
(1) The circuits of a family can use “oracle gates” to solve instances of 
a (sub)problem JI’(S’, Z’, R’). Each time one needs a solution of an instance I’ of II;, it 
uses an oracle gate with S’(k) inputs and Z’(k) outputs. On input I’ the oracle returns 
a &approximation to an exact solution to I’, where 6 =&a) is chosen so as to enable us 
to achieve a desired family of FAAC by using this oracle. For such a service the oracle 
is charged with a size-depth cost, which affects the size and the depth of the circuit. 
The size of an oracle gate is assumed to be always S’(n) ‘( ’ ), i.e. polynomial in the input 
size, while the depth depends on the number of inputs and on the required accuracy. 
More precisely, for 1’~~; we charge the oracle with depth 
Do = @(log S’(k)log log( l/6)). 
We set 6 =6(c) = 2-d, which means that the oracle has to return at least d = d(c) correct 
bits in each real value in order to obtain a family of sAAC for a fixed problem. In 
solving the matrix problems under consideration, we assume a bound @(log n logd) 
for both direct methods implemented by fast arithmetic (but with standard representa- 
tion) and iterative methods (even with superlinear convergence rate) that perform one 
matrix-vector multiplication at each step. Our key assumption is that the reduction 
has logarithmic depth if and only if 6 = O(e), in which case @(log II log d) turns into 
@(log it) for d = 0( 1). If, on the contrary, E= o(6) as II-+ co, then the asymptotic depth 
growth, i.e. @(log n log d), is more than logarithmic. Actually, in this paper we always 
get either 6 = O(e) or 6 = O(c/2”). We must point out, however, that here n(log n log d) 
is not a proved lower bound. One could still argue that, by considering appropriate 
representation schemes, the cost can be reduced to, say, d,=O(max(logn, logd}).4 
With such a choice for the depth of the oracle, our results are no longer valid. We need 
the tighter bound Do given above. 
(2) Any gate which is not an oracle gate performs one of the four arithmetic 
operations over the ground field F, and is supposed not to introduce rounding errors. 
In one of our algorithms, A(LVONSZNGEQ~~~~~“), we need gates performing com- 
parisons of real numbers with zero. 
(3) With any gate g we associate a rational function, namely, the function computed 
by the portion of the circuit from inputs to the gate g (included). Suppose that the 
inputs X and Y of an arithmetic gate g are the outputs of two gates computing the 
rational functionsf(1) and h(l), where I is the input instance. Then, for the output 
Z produced by 9 we have 
Z =f (1) op h(l), (1) 
where op is one of the four arithmetic operations over F. Even though the operation 
(1) is performed exactly (i.e. without introducing rounding errors), it is sensitive to the 
4 One such scheme could be the balanced p-ary representation, for p 2 3, used by Borodin et al. [4] to 
exhibit an NC’ circuit for the computation of determinants. Such a result is by no means evident from the 
implementation of the known arithmetic NC2 circuits for the same problem. 
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errors by which the inputs X and Y can be affected. It is known from the theory of 
error propagation in numerical analysis that, if X and Y are affected by relative errors 
&x and a,,, respectively, then the computed value 2 is affected (up to a first-order 
analysis5) by the error 
z-2 xaz Yaz 
EZ=--&~~BX+Z G&’ 
Z 
Since the only “operations” that introduce errors are the oracle calls, the analysis that 
we perform on approximating arithmetic circuits is just directed to the evaluation of 
the error propagating from the oracle onto the whole algorithm. This gives precise 
indications on the extent to which a given reduction is numerically viable. 
In the presence of approximation, the’depth of a circuit can depend on the required 
accuracy6 E. Therefore, the definition of efficient circuit must take into account the 
value E. 
Definition 2.3. A family of EAACS is said to solve a problem I7 in (poly)log parallel 
time if, for any n3 1 and for every instance IgIl,, the depth D(n) of the rrth member of 
the family is (poly)logarithmic in both n and log(l/&). 
We now introduce two different notions of reducibility to be used in the rest of the 
paper. We call them T and M reducibilities, since, for E=O, they correspond to the 
well-known Turing (or Cook) reducibility and many-one (or Karp) reducibility, 
respectively. As a general observation, a reduction of a problem 17 to a problem IZ’ is 
an algorithm (e.g. a circuit family) which solves n using “black boxes” (e.g. oracle 
gates) for solving instances of II’. We indicate such algorithms with A(U”‘). Various 
types of reductions can then be defined by restricting either the resources available to 
A(17”‘) or the number of times the oracle can be invoked. 
Definition 2.4. A problem n T-reduces to the problem II’ (which we denote by 
Il<T n’) if and only if, for any fixed (i.e. independent of n) E > 0, there exists a family of 
EAACS that solves I7 with accuracy E and has depth D(n) = O(log n) and size not ’ ) 
using oracle gates for IT’ (compare our key assumption from comment (1) above). If 
both II& II’ and II’& II hold, then II and II’ are said to be T-equivalent, which we 
denote by Il E T Ll’. 
Definition 2.5. An algorithm A(Z7”‘) is said to be an M-reduction from Z7 to Z7’ if and 
only if it is a T-reduction with the following further restrictions: the oracle for II’ is 
’ For the meaning of i see Appendix A. 
6 In principle, since a circuit has fixed structure, this would imply that different circuits must be used even 
for solving instances with the same size, if the required accuracy is different. However, in our problems the 
higher cost in circuit depth can always be charged to the oracles gates, which are the only places in which 
computations are not performed exactly. 
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called only once, and the output of A(n” ) can be read from the result returned 
by the oracle. If LI M-reduces to n’ and n’ M-reduces to fl, then L7 and n’ are 
M-equivalent. M-reducibility and M-equivalence are denoted by -& and eM, 
respectively. 
3. Overview of known reductions 
Under the arithmetic circuit model, where infinite precision is available at a con- 
stant cost, it has been proved that the problems that we are considering are of 
comparable difficulty from a computational point of view. 
Proposition 3.1. (1) DET, CHARPOLY, MATINV and NONSINGEQ can be solved 
in parallel time O(log2(input size)) with a polynomial amount qfwork (operation count). 
(2) All the four problems are NC’ equivalent. 
Proposition 3.1(l) was first proved in [lo]; improvements appeared in [ 17,111. The 
results for Proposition 3.1(2) appeared, in particular, in [9,6,20], with the most 
updated reference being [20]; Proposition 3.1(2) is of great theoretical interest, since, 
even without the full knowledge of the parallel-time complexity of the problems at 
hand, it makes a precise statement on their relative difficulty. 
In this section we restate a proof of Proposition 3.1(2), which we will extend to our 
model in the next section. Throughout this section, we will assume the exact computa- 
tion model, so that = r and -& will mean reductions for E=O. 
(1) DETsT CHARPOLY. In one direction the reduction is “almost” an M-reduc- 
tion. In fact, for an n x n matrix A, det(A) is (- 1)” times the coefficient of the constant 
term of det(ll- A). Conversely, the coefficients of det(il- A) can be computed by 
evaluating det(cci 1 -A) at n + 1 distinct points cli and then interpolating in O(log n) 
parallel time. 
(2) NONSINGEQ fT MATIN V. Both reductions are trivial.’ To solve a system 
Ax = b, first invert A, then compute, in parallel time r log n ]+ 1, the product A- ‘b. To 
invert A, solve in parallel the n linear systems Axi = ei, where ei is the ith column of the 
n x n identity matrix, i = 1,. , n. xi is the ith column of A- ‘. 
(3) (NONSINGEQ, MATlNVj sT{DET, CHARPOLYj. The reduction from 
either problem in the set {MATlNV, NONSINGEQ} to DET (and thus to CHAR- 
POLY) are provided by Cramer’s rule. 
(4) {DET, CHARPOLY} 5 {NONSINGEQ, MATINV). Below we outline an 
algorithm which computes the characteristic polynomial det (X - A) of a matrix A, 
given oracles for MA TIN V. The algorithm (described in detail in [20]) is a simple and 
minor modification of Chistov’s algorithm [7]. 
‘Actually, using different algorithms, the two problems at hand can be shown to be M-equivalent (for 
E=o). 
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Algorithm A(CHARPOLYMAT’N”). 
(1) Let A, denote the rth principal minor of A, r < n. Compute the powers 
AZ through A:, for Y= l,..., n. 
(2) Let a?’ denote the bottom-right element of the matrix Ai, and let 
b,(x)=l+a(;)x+...+a’,‘)x”, r=l,..., n. 
Compute 
b(x)= n b,(x) (mod x“+‘). 
lsrdfl 
(3) Compute the modular inverse of b(x), i.e. d(x)= b(x)-’ (mod xncl). 
(4) Return the coefficients of d(x) in reverse order, i.e. det(xl- A)= 
dox”+dlx”-l+ . ..+d.. 
It can be shown that, using oracle gates for solving instances of the matrix inversion 
problem, the above algorithm can actually be implemented as an arithmetic circuit of 
O(log n) depth. 
Remark 3.2. Another NC’ reduction of CHARPOLY to MATINV is implied by 
Csanky’s algorithm [lo] complemented by the well-known reduction of matrix 
powering to matrix inverse, which we recall in Proposition 4.6. 
4. Approximating circuits and reductions for matrix computations 
We now study the reduction algorithms presented in Section 3 assuming that the 
oracles return approximate solutions. More precisely, we assume that the oracles can 
be invoked with a requirement of accuracy. For any reduction we consider, we either 
prove that it is a T-reduction (M-reduction), or show that in the worst case its time 
cost isf(n), with 
log n 
lirnnyp fo = 0. (2) 
Equation (2) means that the reduction under consideration does not run in O(log n) 
parallel time in the approximate environment, i.e. the time bound is not preserved. 
This, of course, is only a matter of “relative” hardness of the problems involved in the 
reduction. Using different algorithms for these problems, it could perhaps be possible 
to prove that the problems are solvable in O(logn) parallel time, or at least can be 
reduced to each other in O(logn) parallel time under our approximation model. To 
prove equation (2) we will proceed as follows. Consider the reduction A(ZZ”‘), where 
n and Ii” are matrix problems, and assume that the oracle which solves 17’ returns 
a solution affected by error E. To be a genuine T-reduction, A(IZ”‘) must solve n in 
parallel time O(logn), independent of the actual distributions of the errors in the 
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output of n’ (assuming that the latter is not a single number). We then show that an 
adversary can choose a particular distribution of errors so that the cost of A(n”‘) 
satisfies (2). Actually, in our proofs the cost functions f(n) are either Q (log’ n) or 
R (log n log log n). 
4.1. Reduction from DET to CHARPOL Y and vice versa 
Our first observation is that even the behaviour of the simplest reduction, i.e. 
DET <(-T CHARPOLY, is different under the relative and absolute error measures. 
Proposition 4.1. (1) The algorithm A(DETCHARPoLY ) of Section 3 is a T-reduction with 
respect to the absolute error measure. 
(2) With respect to the relative error, A(DETCHARPoLY) computes the determinant in 
parallel time R(log2 n) in the worst case. 
Proof. Let us consider an n x n matrix A. The characteristic polynomial of A is 
defined as det(3.1-A)=c,i,“+c,_,/2”~‘+...+c 0, and it can be represented by the 
vector c=(cO,cl,..., cn), with c,= 1. We already used (in Section 3) the fact that 
det A=(- 1)“~~. 
(1) Part (1) is trivial since, for any p-norm (see Appendix A), I/ c- 2 II,, cannot be less 
than the absolute error on any component of thexctor c. 
(2) We want to compute an approximation det A to det A with a relative error 
bounded by a fixed positive constant E, i.e. 
)detA-%AldEldetAl. (3) 
Since Ij cl/ > 1 for any p-norm and any matrix A, this oracle does not help at all if 
det A = 0. Indeed, in this case only the exact evaluation of det A can be accepted under 
the relative error model, and thus the bound R (log* n) follows. Moreover, we will now 
prove this bound even restricting to the case of nonsingular matrices A. We use an 
oracle that computes the characteristic polynomial with relative error bounded by 
6 >O. The time bound of the algorithm A(DETCHARPoLY) is given by the bound on the 
time required to compute (- l)“, which is O(log n), plus the bound @(log n log log( l/6)) 
charged to the oracle to compute the characteristic polynomial. The point is that 
6 cannot be chosen independent of n. In fact, there are matrices for which 
lcOl = 2-” /I c /I 1 (an example is given by the identity matrix), and hence the adversary 
might choose a distribution of the errors in I)ZIJ in such a way that 
Ic,-c”,~=I~c-~)I,=6~~c)11=62”~c,I. (4) 
Combining (3) and (4) yields the condition b = ~2-“. Hence, the worst-case time bound 
of the algorithm is R(log2 n), with respect to the l-norm, and, by a similar argument, 
with respect to p-norm, for any p. 17 
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Quite surprisingly, the reduction in the opposite direction, which is certainly more 
involved, exhibits a better global behaviour with respect to the induced error. 
Proposition 4.2. (1) The algorithm A(CHARPOLYDET) of Section 3 is a T-reduction 
with respect to the relative error measure if the 2-norm is used. 
(2) With respect to the absolute error measure, A(CHARPOLYDET) is a T-reduction 
if either the cg-norm or the 2-norm is adopted. 
Proof. Let yk=det(ukl - A), where w is a principal (n+ l)th root of unity, and let j& 
be the actual value returned by the oracle for DET when the input is the matrix 
okI--_, k=O ,..., n. 
(1) We assume that 
jyk-jklf&lykj, k=O,...,n. (5) 
We first prove that, for any p-norm, 
llY-~Ilp~~Il_Yllp~ 
wherey=[y,,..., y”], j = [jot.. , , j,,]. If y = 0 then, by the virtue of the latter inequal- 
ity, we must have j = 0. Thus, suppose that, for at least one index kE (0,. . . , n} , y, is 
nonzero. For the a-norm, we have 
IIY-AL= maXOGkGniYk-Y”ki IYi-9il IYi-.?il IYil z-z 
IIY II cc maX0,<k6nbkl IYjl 
For p> 1, it follows from (5) that 
/y,-jkjP<&Pjyk)P, k=O ,..., n. 
Hence, 
ib-jii,= i Iyk-jkip 
k=O 
)l’p~(~o~~lYs)l’p=&llY,ln. 
Now, the vector c of the coefficients of 
det(~Z-A)=c,+c,~+~~~+c,1.” 
can be computed by solving the system 
wc=y 
where W=(wij) is the (n+ 1) x (n+ 1) matrix such that Wij=O’i-l”j-l’, 
i,j= l,..., n+ 1. Our goal is to study the error in the computed solution c” when the 
right-hand side vector y is substituted for jJ. We will prove that 
II c-t II ------“<@I+ 1)s 
Ilcll, 
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for any p. It is well-known that WHW=(n+ l)Z, so that W-’ = [l/(n+ l)] WH. 
Moreover, it is not difficult to prove that 
II Wll,dn+ 1, II WHllpdfl+ 1, (6) 
for any p. In particular, for the three most popular norms, we have 
l/~IIl.oo=II~HIIl.uo=~+~~ (7) 
and 
II WI12 = II WH II 2 = $a (8) 
Define AC = c - Z and, similarly, Ay =y -j. From simple algebra we obtain 
llAcll,dll W-lll~Il~~Il~=~ II W” II p II AY lip (9) 
and 
Combining the last two inequalities, we get 
llAcll,<~ 
llcllp’n+ 1 II Wll p II WH II P 
II AY II p 
lIy 1, p . 
Finally, substituting (6) into (10) gives 
II c-c” II ----P<(n+ 1) yk(n+ 1)E. 
II c II p P 
For the 2-norm we can give a more accurate bound using equation (8), namely, 
lIc-~l12~lly-l’l12,E 
II c II 2 IIYII 2 ’ . 
Thus, under the 2-norm, it is sufficient to ask the oracles for accuracy E (which is 
independent of n by hypothesis) to obtain the relative error bound E on the computa- 
tion of the vector c. We conclude the proof of part (1) by observing that the actual 
computation of the vector E, given j, can be efficiently performed in parallel time 
O(logn) using the fast Fourier transform. 
(2) For the absolute error measure, the following relations can be easily proved 
(provided that Iyk-jkl<s, for k=O, l,...,n): 
IlY-YIIm~~~ 
and, for any p, 
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Substituting the above inequalities, together with (6)-(g), into (9) gives 
II~cIIm~ll~yIIm~~~ 
IlAy II 2Gc 
and, for any p, 
II~~II,~II~YII~~~~+~~. 
We conclude that the reduction is a T-reduction if either the 2- or co-norm is 
adopted. 0 
Proposition 4.1 says that, when a relative error measure is adopted and a higher 
accuracy in the numerical results is paid according to our cost model, the known 
reductions do not allow to draw the conclusion that DET and CHARPOLY have the 
same parallel asymptotic complexity. However, Proposition 4.2 proves that, when the 
relative error measure is adopted, DET is at least as hard as CHARPOLY, while the 
converse is not necessarily true. 
4.2. Reduction from NONSINGEQ to MATINV and vice versa 
Proposition 4.3. Zf the l-norm is adopted, then MATIN V is T-reducible to NONSIN- 
GEQ with respect to both absolute and relative error. 
Proof. Let A be an n x n matrix. Let Xi denote the ith column of the matrix A-’ and 
let ii denote the result produced by the oracle for NONSINGEQ when the input is the 
pair (A, ei). Assume that )I xi -ii II 1 <E IlXi I( 1, i = 1,. . . , n. The vectors Zi can be obtained 
by n parallel calls to oracles. Then we have 
IIA-‘-A”-’ III= II(x,-Z1 Ix2-i21...Ix,-411 1 
=max lIXi-fiI(1 
d E max II Xi II I 
=&/IA-l 11 . 
This completes the proof under the relative-error model. The same proof, with IlXi II 
replaced by 1, applies if the absolute-error model is used. 0 
Remark 4.4. It is interesting to note that the error bound is not preserved if a p-norm, 
with p > 1, is used. In fact, for any fixed p > 1, let u be the n-vector such that Ui = n- ‘lp, 
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i= l,..., n. Then Ilullp=l, and, for any 630, I/Eu(~~=E. Let us consider the above 
reduction when A = A-’ = I, i.e. si=ei, i= 1,. . , n. In this case we assume that the 
oracle, invoked with an error bound E, returns the values pi = ei + EU. Since 11 u II,,= 1, 
we have 
l(A-‘-A”-‘I/,=max 
11 (A- l- 2 ‘)x II 
P~/I(A-l-~-l)UIIp=Enl-(l!p), 
I f 0 II x lip 
Hence, since IJ A - ’ /I p= 1, we have that both the relative and the absolute errors are at 
least ~lt’ -1/p, with p> 1, and this implies that the worst-case time bound of the 
reduction is fl(log IZ log log n). 
The trivial algorithm for the reduction in the opposite direction, from NONSIN- 
GEQ to MATZNV, asks the oracle for A-‘, then computes x=A-‘6. Since 
I/ x-i /I < /I A-’ - A- ’ I/ II b 11, this algorithm gives us a T-reduction with respect to the 
absolute error model and any p-norm. On the other hand, for large I/ A -‘I/ and small 
IIx II = I/ A- lb 11, the same algorithm is numerically unstable. Under the relative-error 
model, it provides the bound !J(log’ n). 
We also consider the following alternative M-reduction, where we need circuit gates 
to be able to compare the input values h, ,..., b,, or their differences and 0. 
Algorithm A(NONSINGEQMAT’NV) 
Let Ax=6 be an n x n linear system, and assume that IbII=max{IbiI: 
i = 1,. . , n) = 1. Note that this does not result in a loss of generality, because it can be 
achieved by interchanging the equations and scaling the coefficients of the equations. 
(1) In constant time, perform one step of Gaussian elimination to obtain the 
equivalent system A’x = eI . 
(2) Ask the oracle for the inverse of A’ and return the first column of A’-‘. 
Proposition 4.5. (1) The trivial algorithm A(NONSINGEQMAT’NV) is a T-reduction 
with respect to the absolute error model and any p-norm. The alternative algorithm 
A(NONSINGEQMAT’“V ) is a T-reduction with respect to the absolute error and 
oj-norm. 
(2) The time bound qf both algorithms A(NONSINGEQMAT’“V) is R(log2 n) in the 
worst case, with respect to the relative error and any p-norm,for p= 1, 2, a. 
Proof. (1) It follows from the fact that Il~-f~l~<l~A’~~-~‘-’ /la,, which is true 
because I/b I/ JI = 1. 
(2) Let us consider the n x n linear system Ax = 6, with b= e, and A = L”, where L is 
the n x n upper triangular matrix whose entries are all 1s. By inspection one can verify 
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that x = e, . Furthermore, since b = e, , we can avoid step 1 of the algorithm, set A’ = A 
and immediately compute A- ‘. It can be shown that 11 A-’ Ilrn =2”- 1. Hence, 
(IA-‘-~-‘(l,b~((A-‘(1,=(2”-l)~, 
and, moreover, the adversary can choose the distribution of errors in a way that at 
least one element of the first column of i- ’ 1s affected by an absolute error (2”- 1)~. 
From the equation ((x (1 oc, = l/e, (/ a, = 1, we have 
(IX-~((,=(2”-1)&=(2”-1)E((X((,. 
Therefore, to compute x within a relative error E, the inversion oracle must be asked to 
produce a result with error bounded by 2-“e, but this gives a time bound 
O(log2 n). 0 
Since for any n x n matrix A it holds that )I A Jj 1 Zn-’ 1) A)),, and that 
II A II 2 3 n- “’ 11 A )I a), the result stated above can be extended to (/ . I( 1 and 11 . (I 2. 
4.3. Reduction from MATINV to CHARPOLY 
The next reduction we study is the algorithm A(CHARPOLYMAT’NY). We assume 
that, given an input matrix A, the output A”- ’ produced by the matrix inversion oracle 
satisfies the inequality II A- ’ - A”- ’ (I m GE II A- ’ 11 3cI, E > 0. 
Proposition 4.6. With respect to both relative and absolute errors the tinze bound of the 
algorithm A(CHARPOLYMATzNV ) of Section 3 is R(log’ n) in the worst case. 
Proof. We give an example, based on the adversary argument, for which, in order to 
compute the characteristic polynomial up to a relative error E, the matrix inversion 
oracle must return results with relative error not greater than 2-“E. 
Let us apply the algorithm A(CHARPOLY MAT’N”) of Section 3 to the n x n identity 
matrix I,,. At a certain stage of the computation, we compute the inverse of the matrix 
C = L”, where L is an (n + 1) x (n + 1) upper triangular matrix whose entries are all 1s. 
The entries of the first row of C-l are, in reverse order, the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial of I,, i.e. 
In the search for an O(log n) time bound, we compute C using the matrix inversion 




‘.. .. I -L I 
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whose inverse is 
L L2 L” 
L2 I L  
Let us assume that the computation of B-’ gives a relative error 6. Since one can 
prove (see Appendix B) that I/B- ’ )I m = ( 2nn+ ‘), we have 
l(B-‘-B-‘(/,6611B-‘ll,=6 
2n+l ( 1 = e. n 
Let us further assume that an error of absolute value e is located in correspondence of 
the diagonal entries of the matrix C, i.e. ~jj = cjj + e = 1 + e, j = 1,. . . , n + 1. It is easy to 
see that, up to a first-order analysis, i.e. neglecting O(e’) terms, we have, for the.first 
row Of (7, 1 = (~ij ’ ), 
Z;f&c;j’+(-1)’ 
2n ( 1 j-1 e7 (11) 
where c;j’ denotes thejth entry of the first row of C-i. Note that (11) holds even if we 
assume that the inversion of C does not introduce further errors. 
Since (j?“r)>(j!i), j= l,...,n+ 1, from (11) we obtain 
(12) 
If we want to compute the characteristic polynomial of I,, i.e. the first row of C-i, up 
to a relative error E, we must have 
Since, from (12) it follows that 
we have ellC_’ l)30<sI/C-11)3LI, and hence e<s. Finally, from e=(2”z1)b>2”6, it 
follows that 6 < ~2~“. This means that, in order to obtain a global relative error E, we 
must call an inversion oracle with accuracy at least ~2~“, so that the time bound of the 
oracle, and hence of A(CHARPOLYMAT’NY), is sZ(log2 n). 
A similar result holds if we use 11 /( 1 or II . 11 2 instead of 11. II m. In fact 
IIB-l~ll=liB-ll~m=(=“n+l ) and (/BP ’ /( 2 3 (1 B- ’ (( ,/(a + 1). The last inequality follows 
from the fact that IIAIJ,>IIAII,/,/- f n, or any n x n matrix A. Therefore, repeating the 
proof for (I . II2 we obtain 
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Finally, note that the proof can be easily modified to take the absolute error into 
account. Simply recall that, by (12), each ?;j’ is affected by an absolute error (jZ-i)e, 
where Ed I/B-‘-&’ (la,. Cl 
4.4. Reduction of NONSINGEQ and MATINV to DET 
Proposition 4.7. The algorithm A(NONSINGEQDET) based on Cramer’s rule is a T- 
reduction with respect to the relative error and any p-norm. 
Proof. Consider the n x n linear system Ax = 6. Define A”) = A and, for i = 1,. . . , n, 
where Ai denotes the ith column of A. By Cramer’s rule we have xi=di/do, where 
di=det(A”‘), i=O,..., n. We assume that, on input A”), the oracle for DET returns 
a result 2; affected by a relative error si, i= 1 ,. . . , n. Moreover, we define E = maXilsi(. 
We then have 
If se 1, we have 
and thus 
It is then easy to see that, for any p-norm, 
lI~-~ll,~~~I/~IIp, 
from which the thesis readily follows. 0 
Proposition 4.8. The time bound of the algorithm A(NONSZNGEQDET) based on 
Cramer’s rule is R(log’ n) in the worst case, with respect to the absolute error and any 
p-norm. 
Proof. Consider the n x n linear system Ax=b with 
A= b=el= 
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By Cramer’s rule we have 
x _(il_(_l)(n-l)(n-2)/22n-l 
’ 4 ( _ 1 pn I)/2 
=(_l)n-12”-l. 
If & is affected by an absolute error 6, i.e. & = do f 6, then we have 
Il,i,,=~ 2fl-i-&i =g. 
Hence, if we want to compute xi with an absolute error bounded by E, we must force 
the oracle to return a result with accuracy at least c/(2”+’ kc), and the thesis easily 
follows. 0 
The last result extends in a trivial way also to the computation of the inverse of 
a matrix. 
Proposition 4.9. (1) With respect to the relative error, andfor any p-norm, the algorithm 
A(MATINVDE’) based on Cramer’s rule is a T-reduction. 
(2) With respect to the absolute error and any p-nom, the time bound qf 
A(MATIN VDET) is R(log2 n) in the worst case. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper provided a framework for combining complexity results for algebraic 
computations with the finite nature of numerical computations, thus giving a central 
role to the issue of error analysis. We believe that the approach and the results 
presented in this paper can be used in a variety of contexts, including the analysis of 
parallel numerical algorithms in more concrete settings and the use of oracles as tools 
for a systematic investigation of the interplay between complexity and stability in 
numerical computations. It remains an open question to prove whether or not some of 
the most fundamental computational problems of linear algebra are equivalent, in terms 
of their parallel time complexity, under reductions that preserve approximations. 
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Appendix A 
We recall some fundamental definitions and facts from numerical analysis that we 
use in this paper. 
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Number representation. A computing machine can only represent a finite subset of 
the real numbers. Of particular interest are the sets of floating-point numbers and 
jixed-point numbers. Once some characterizing parameters are fixed, these two subsets 
of R are finite and well suited for hardware representation and manipulation. We use 
the following definitions, customary in numerical analysis. 
Definition A.l. Given four integers, the machine base /?>,2, the precision t>, 1, the 
underjow limit L, and the overflow limit U (with U 2 L), we define the set FGg3t,L,U of 
jioating-point numbers by 
9 ,,,.L,C’=~O~u{flf=_ . +0 dl... d,xp, O<dj</?, dl#O, L,<e<U). 
The condition dI #O is called normalization and makes the representation unique, 
but it also creates the need for a separate representation for 0. 
Definition A.2. Given three integers, the machine base p > 2, the integer precision i 3 0, 
and the fractional precision f>/ 0 (with i +f> l), we define the set 9,. i, s ofjxed-point 
numbers as 
In general, when we represent a real number x with either a fixed- or a floating- 
point number 2, we make an error. In order to estimate such an error, two quantities 
are defined, namely, the absolute error E and the relative error E,: 
2 - x 
&=2-x, EC-- r 
x 
It is easy to see the relation that ties absolute error with fixed-point numbers. In 
fact, given 90, i, f and XER such that min Fa, i, I < x d max PP. i, s, let us associate the 
real number x to the nearest fixed-point number 2~5~. i, s. It holds that 
Hence, the absolute error is independent of the value of x. Analogously, if we 
associate to the real number x #O such that min 6,. 1, L, r, <x < max FP, f, L, U the 
nearest floating-point number 2~9~. ,, L, U, it holds that 
Since the upper bound to the absolute (relative) error is constant when fixed-point 
(floating-point) arithmetic is used, it is natural to evaluate the error of computation 
performed on fixed-point (floating-point) numbers using the absolute- (relative-) error 
measure. 
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Errors in function computation (Atkinson Cl]). The result of the computation of 
a functionf(x) on a machine can be affected by errors of various kinds. They can be 
summarized as follows. 
Propagated or induced error, E*, due to the propagation (and often amplification) of 
the initial representation error on X. It can be shown that sp depends only on the 
functionf(x), not on the algorithm used to compute it. In particular, it holds that 
(abs. prop. error), 
& 
fm-fw&C li_Xi Xi afcx) 
‘,P= 
fCx) i ~__ 
__ 
Xi f(x) axi ’ 
(rel. prop. error). 
Mathematical or truncation error, E,, which occurs when the functionf(x) is replaced 
by an approximating function cp(x). We have 
Rounding error, E,, generated by roundoffs in machine operations. It depends on the 
fact that a machine function @I is computed instead of cp. Note that even the 
machine counterpart of simple operations do not satisfy some simple arithmetic 
property, e.g. the associative law. Hence, E, depends on the algorithm used to 
compute cp; in other words two different algorithms for the same function can be 
affected by (strongly) different roundoff errors. We have 
The two following formulas give the definition of total absolute error and total 
relative error, and state the fundamental relationship between the total error and the 
propagated, mathematical and rounding errors, where + denotes the equality up to 




rq ‘Ot = f(x) 
*&,p+E,,t+E,,a. 
Vector and matrix norms (Golub and Van Loan [12]). For any fixed vector norm 
)I . /I we define its associated operator norm of matrices, such that for any matrix A we 
have: 
(13) 
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For any matrix AEC” ” the following relation holds: 
p(A)bIlAll, (14) 
p(A) being the spectral radius of A. 
In general, we write 11 A (I in relations that hold for any operator matrix norm. 
Let us consider the class of vector norms, known as p-norms or Hi;lder norms (p 2 1): 





For the associated operator norms, using the definition (13) with the definition of 





For any matrix AEC”~” the following relations hold: 
where II . II 1, a, denotes either 1) . /I 1 or 11. II m. 
Appendix B 
Lemma B.l. Let B be the (n+ 1)2 x (n+ 1)2 matrix defined in Proposition 4.6. Then 
lIB-1 (I =(X”n+l). 
Proof. Clearly, the matrix L and hence all the matrices Lk are upper triangular 
Toeplitz matrices with positive integer entries, so that II Lk II m coincides with the sum 
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of the elements of the first row of Lk. Moreover, let Ifj denote the ijth element of Lk; 
then it is easy to see that, for k> 1, 
We now consider the matrix Pn=(fij) such that fij=l’l j. In particular, 
111 11 
123 4 5 
Pq= 
1 4 10 20 35 
It is easily verified that 
(15) 
We now consider the symmetric square matrix PL=(pfj) obtained from P, by 
adding, as the last row of Pb, the first row of L”“. For instance, 
111 11 
123 4 5 
Pk= 
1 4 10 20 35 
1 5 15 35 70 
It then holds that 
i+j-2 
Pij= (( 1 i-l ’ 
Let S, and Sl, denote the sums of the elements of P, and PA, respectively. Then it holds 
that 
s,=s:,- 11: 1 (n+l,i-2) 
=s;- i “t’ ( 1 j=O J 
2n+l 
=s:,- n+l ( 1 
=s;_ 2n+1 ( 1 )n 
(16) 
and that 
s:,=2s,+ 1. (17) 
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Combining (16) and (17) and solving for S, gives 
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